
*warning! this story contains soft vore. if you do not like it, you 
may want to turn away*  

(character’s thoughts in parentheses)  

………. 

It had now been 2 weeks since Blake and Blue met in the forest 
open area and the college season was just around the corner for 
Blake. It was actually on the up coming Monday. During the two 
weeks, the duo mostly just hung out and visited the various sites of 
the city. They went out to the mall to buy some clothes for Blue 
instead of him having to wear Blake’s old clothes all the time. Blake 
also showed Blue around the neighborhood. They went to the 
grocery store, the park, the library, the gym, and other places like 
stores and restaurants. This was all for just in case Blue needed 
something while Blake was away at school. Wave also joined in on 
most of the days but sometimes had work at the beach.  

There were also many noms throughout the week…..many….many 
noms. But it was all good fun and it helped them get “closer” to 
each other. And yes it was always Blue getting nommed by either 
the wolf or the orca. Whether one of the friend’s belly was to be a 
bed for the night or if either of them wanted a midday snack, Blue 
would find himself in a big belly one way or another. But he didn’t 
mind.  



He was starting to enjoy it more and was even opening up a bit to 
his new to friends. He was even getting used to hugging or even 
snuggling, which he enjoy- I mean didn’t enjoy at all. But…. 

…throughout the weeks, Blue felt as he was being watched. 
Especially at night. He was usually able to have fun throughout the 
day, but that feeling came back whenever he was alone. He told 
Blake and Wave about it and they promised to do their best in 
keeping an eye out and protecting their buddy.  

Alas the first day of school came for Blake and Wave. They had 
some of the same classes and the first day was only orientation and 
introductions to the classes. They also had sport practice after 
school. The two guys said their goodbyes to Blue and went on their 
way. Which meant Blue….was alone.  

………… 

……….. 



“Okay. Let’s see….” 

Blue decided to check if there was anything that he needed to get 
from the store. They were running out of cereal so Blue was 
planning to go to the store anyway. It looked like they needed eggs, 
milk, some veggies, and snacks.  

Blue promptly got his keys that Blake had gotten him earlier, his 
wallet, a reusable bag, put on some outside clothes and went off to 
the store.  

……… 

Meanwhile, watching from atop the roof of the condo, was a 
Lucario. This lucario was bigger than regular lucario, and look a bit 
more “anthro”. It was wearing black shorts, a black vest of shorts, 



and a small red bandana on its right ear. It was quite built in terms of 
muscle and stood at about eight feet, three inches.  

The lucario was currently watching the human in silence. It would 
occasionally jump from building to building as Blue moved down 
the streets. It’s facial expression was serious. It followed Blue all the 
way to the grocery store. As the human walked in, the lucario hid in 
the nearby alleyway and waiting for the human to come out. 

………. 

………. 

………. 



“Here’s your receipt. Thank you for shopping with us!” 

“Thank you!” 

………. 

………. 

*step* 



*step* 

*step* 

*step* 

“Ok. Got everything. Now just gotta go ho-“ 
“Mmm-“ 

Blue’s mouth was suddenly covered by something fuzzy and he was 
dragged into an alleyway. Everything was moving too fast for him 
to tell who or what was grabbing him. All he could see was flashes 
of blue. 

The lucario had jumped out at the human the moment he saw him 
pass the alleyway. As he reached out, the lucario grew to ten feet in 
order to better carry the human. He immediately began bounding 
from wall to wall to get to the roof of the buildings. Once he was up 
there, he rushed to his house. 



………. 

It didn’t take long for the pokemon to reach his home. He jumped 
through an open window and placed the human down on his couch. 
he stood a bit back and waited for the human to recover. While he 
waited, he shrunk back down to his original height.  

………. 

………. 



*huuuuh* 

*huuuuh* 

*huuuuh* 

*huuuuh* 

Blue slowly began to catch his breath.  

(My groceries!) 

Blue looked around. His groceries were sitting neatly in order on a 
table not to far from where he was.  

(Oh. Thank goodness. Wait. Who grabbed me?) 



He turned his head around and saw who his captor was.  

The lucario stood there. His facial expression as serious as before 
and arms crossed over his chest.  

“Hello human”.  

Blue didn’t exactly know what to say in this situation.  

“U-umm. H-hello” 

“Just to get it out of the way, I don’t plan on hurting you in any 
way”.  

“W-wait. What’s going on?” 

“Let me explain”. 



………. 

The Lucario then began explaining everything to Blue. Apparently, 
his name was Luke, but he said the human could call him Rio. He 
was the one who was keeping an eye on the human which is why 
Blue felt as if he was being watched. The lucario had been watching 
him for about a week and half now and he had a mission to bring 
Blue to his boss. Rio didn’t know what the boss wanted but he was 
determined to get his mission done.  

This was Rio’s last mission. He wanted to leave his work and be on 
his own for a while and possibly never go back. He wanted to go to 
school. Travel. Meet new people. And hopefully make new friends. 
The Pokémon spoke quite bluntly and he reassured Blue that he had 
no intention of doing anything bad to him, despite his actions. But 
the lucario did mention that he had somewhat grown quite fond of 
Blue as he watched him and even said he would go with Blue to his 
boss, if Blue would like. The lucario even asked Blue if he could eat 
him but also completely understood if the human said no. He did 
kind of capture him after all.  

“well….you do seem rather genuine…so…as long I don’t get 
digested, I guess I’m  okay with it”.  

Lucario nodded.  



“No harm will come to you human.” 

Rio then began to grow up until about fifty feet. That seemed to be 
the height for most preds to eat Blue. He slowly lowered his paw to 
let Blue climb on. Blue slowly walked onto the middle of the paw 
and the lucario raised it to eye level.  

The lucario gave Blue a quick lick before opening his maw and 
softly tossing Blue in, sealing his mouth shut behind behind the 
human. The flavor immediately pooling out onto the tongue.  

“mmmmmm” 

A rare, small smile formed on the lucario’s face. he gently moved 
the human around the tongue to take in as much taste as possible. 
moments later, his stomach growled, reminding him of how hungry 
he was. Rio tipped his head backwards and swallowed.  

*glrk* 



Down Blue traveled into the depths of the Pokémon. He was 
covered with saliva from head to toe, which made his decent 
smoother. It wasn’t too long until he found himself entering the 
giant lucario’s belly. Blue made his way over to one of the stomach 
walls and laid against it.  

“Hmmmmm. You were quite delicious human.” 

“U-um. t-thank you”. 
Blue was still uncertain how to take compliments on his…taste.  

“Hmm. I can see why your friends like to eat you….” 
“….would…you mind if I ate you again sometime?”  

“s-sure. maybe after all this with your boss gets sorted out tho.” 

The lucario nodded.  



Blue and Rio soon started chatting. They chatted for hours about 
life, their plans, how Blue got to the universe, Rio’s past and other 
things. Blue began to let his guard down a bit and started feeling a 
bit more relaxed. He was still a bit suspicious about the Pokémon 
but now that they talked a bit more, he was feeling more at ease. 
Even if he didn’t show it, Rio was also a bit worried about the 
human perceived him considering his previous actions but they both 
talked it out and cleared things up.  

The lucario was secretly happy to have someone to talk to. He was 
usually alone most of the time since much of his time was on his 
missions. But now he had made a friend as he began a new part of 
his life outside of pure work. Blue even said that lucarios were one 
of his favorite Pokémon in his universe which made the lucario 
smile inside.  

……….. 

The time finally came for Rio to bring Blue to his boss. They had 
decided that Rio would accompany Blue and make sure the boss 
wasn’t planning anything evil. If the boss was, they would make a 
run for it.  



Rio let Blue out to shower and prepared some old clothes for the 
human to wear. He himself went to the kitchen to prepare some food 
for the two of them since they both hadn’t eaten for the whole day. 
Well, besides the lucario eating Blue that is.  

Soon enough Blue finished his shower and the both chatted as they 
ate the mac n cheese Rio made. It had been a while since Blue had 
had mac n cheese so he was quite happy having it for dinner.  

………. 

“Ready to go?” 

“Yeah” 

The two headed out the door of Rio’s house and caught the train to 
the forest open area.  



In order to make the trip across the plains and hills shorter, Rio grew 
and carried blue in his paw. It didn’t take long for the two of them to 
reach a huge cave, deep inside the forest. The sun was starting to set 
and the sky was full of purples, blues, and fleeting yellows as the 
duo approached the entrance.  

………. 

“Stay close. I’ll lead you to the boss’s room”. 

Blue slowly follow behind. 

The cave was almost completely dark, the only light being some soft 
red glows from the wall. It didn’t sound like other Pokémon were 
around so all one could hear were Blue’s footsteps echoing in the 
cave. Rio’s steps were pretty quiet.  



They traveled a bit longer like this until a few turns later, some more 
light could be seen. 
As they got closer, Blue was able to see moonlight coming in from 
the ceiling. It was shining in various spots around the huge cavern in 
the cave.  

Soon, the two entered the spacious cavern. And there before them 
sat the boss…. 

A yveltal.  

Like lucario, the yveltal was a bit more “anthro” in shape than 
regular yveltal. It’s wings were huge and it was also quite muscular. 
It had a smirk plastered on its face and they eyes followed the 
smaller two as they walked.  

*step* 



*step* 

*step* 

………. 

“I have brought the human sir”.  

“Good work Agent L” 

The yveltal voice wasn’t tremendously deep, but it still had a bit of 
fullness to it.  



Blue only kept quiet as Lucario continued.  

“If I may ask sir, what do you plan on doing to the human?” 

……….. 

a deep chuckle game from the yveltal. 

“well of course, the answer is simple: I’m going to EAT him”.  

Blues eyes rose with fear. Lucario kept calm.  

“Are you going to digest him?” 



“Wha-W-well. no. but that’s not the point! ur supposed to be 
scared!” 

Both Blue and Rio gave the legendary Pokémon a “look”. 

“Just- please let me have this!” 
The yveltal had clasped its hands as if it was pleading.  

………. 

“Have you done this with everyone that’s been brought to you”.  

“….yeahhh. but I’ve never had someone ask me what I was going to 
do!” 

Rio face palmed.  

Blue softly spoke up.  



“If it makes you feel better, I was a bit scared”. 

“..really?” 

“yeah. I didn’t know whether I was going to die or not!” 

“Oh. Well. despite my reputation and my name, I never hurt my 
prey. I’m a good loyal, abiding citizen”. 

Blue gave another look 
“Aren’t you supposed to ask before you eat someone?” 

“…..touché.” 

Blue had a cheeky look on his face :3 



*siiigh*  
“Guess there’s no way around this…” 
“human.” 

“…..can I…..eat you…….” 
“……please…..”  

Blue paused for a second  

“Sure yveltal.” 

The bird Pokémon made its way towards Blue while also growing as 
he approached. It then put out his large wing for the human to stand 
on.  

Blue promptly got on and soon found himself face to face with a 
hungry legendary Pokémon. It slowly opened its beak, showing the 
darker tongue and quite sharp teeth as Blue was slowly moved 
toward it. Once Blue was safely inside, yveltal shut his mouth 
behind Blue and started taking in the human’s flavor.  



It was quite warm in the Pokémon’s maw. Not a bad warm but 
rather a comfy warm. Blue simply laid down on his back and let the 
Pokémon do its thing. He was swished about and wrapped around 
by the tongue until he found himself partway in the throat.  

*glrk* 

It only took one strong swallow for the little human to make his way 
into throat and down into yveltals chest.  

“Ahhhhh~”  

Blue’s journey came to an end as he slowly plopped into the 
Pokémon’s vast stomach. As he usually did, he made his way to the 
stomach wall and laid against it.  

“Mmmm~ you were quite tasty human. I definitely have to do this 
again”.  

It was at this point that lucario spoke up  



“I think we better get going. I think Blues friends will be worried”. 

“Oh no! I didn’t let Blake or Wave know where I was!” 

“It’s ok human, I can fly you back. Coming lucario?” 

Lucario nodded. And quickly jumped onto yveltal’s back. The trio 
soon set off, out the cave and forest and into the now starry night 
sky. 

……….. 



……….. 

……….. 

“Mmm.” 
“Blue hasn’t texted us or responded to us all day. I hope he’s okay”.  

“Yeah. Practice ran a bit late but we’re close to the building. We 
should see him soon”.  

………. 



After a bit more walking, Blake and Wave were nearing the entrance 
of the condo building when they saw… 

“Hmmm?…” 
“Wait. Is that?” 
“A yveltal!” 

………. 

*ffffwooof* 

*ffffwooof* 

*ffffwooof* 



*ffffwooof* 

*tck* 

Yveltal landed right at the entrance of the condo building just as the 
wolf and orca duo were arriving.  

Lucario hopped off.  

“Ehm. Blue is with us. He’s safe in yveltal’s stomach. It’s a bit of 
long story. May we come in?” 

………… 



“Umm. Sure.” 

It was a bit of an awkward ride up the elevator for the four but soon 
enough they reached Blake’s condo and all met at the living room.  

Lucario was the first to talk.  

“my name is Luke, but you can call me Rio. I will admit that I was 
the one who was looking at Blue and who earlier today brought him 
to my home. I…ate him….but I promise you I had no ill intentions. 
As I explained to Blue, I had grown fond of him after a while. But 
nevertheless, I am sorry for what my actions may have implied.” 

He gave a short apologetic bow 

The duo then looked at the yveltal.  



“Ehm. I’m yveltal. To get it out the way, I also have no intentions of 
hurting the human or ever hurting him or any of you. I…was the one 
who told Lucario to bring him to me….and I….also ate him. But…I 
think after today, I’ll try asking others instead of forcing them…
I’m….sorry”.  

The yveltal also gave a small bow of apology.  

“Uhm. Blue…is this true?” 

“Yeah. I’m sorry for not letting you know earlier! that’s completely 
on me. I will admit that I was a bit suspicious of these guys but they 
kept their promises and didn’t hurt me”.  

……….. 



The room went quiet. 

“Well….this was certainly a surprise. But if Blue is okay with you 
two, then we’ll give ya a chance too”.  

The two Pokémon nodded.  

“We greatly appreciate it  

The five of them then started to know each other a bit better over 
some snacks and video games, which neither of the Pokémon had 
ever played before. The four “preds” got along rather well and soon 
the heavier mood was replaced with a chill one. Blake even invited 
Lucario to school after hearing about his plans and the Pokémon 
graciously accepted. All five of them decided to exchange numbers 
and share locations in case something like this ever happened again.  



Eventually, it was time to let Blue out. Yveltal went over to get a wet 
towel ready while Wave got the shrink ray. Blue was met with a 
toothy grin and one last taste from yveltal. Soon Blue was back to 
normal. He quickly left to take a quick shower before saying 
goodbye to his new Pokémon friends he had made.  

“Bye guys! See you around”.  

“Bye Blue. See you soon.”  

Blue shut the door and turned around. Only to be met by some 
smirking friendos.  

“Uh- wha-“ 



“You know….I think u might need a bit of belly jail time after 
today~”  

“I- I’m sorry guys. After getting groceries I forgot to check my 
phone completely!”  

The two only ruffled the human’s hair 

“We forgive you little bud”. 

“It was an accident. And I think we’ve all had a bit of a interesting 
evening”.  

Blue nodded.  



“But anyways about that belly jail~” 

(Oh no)  

After that. Blue had to serve up his sentence of three nights in 
EACH preds belly. Which the preds certainly enjoyed.  

:3 

__________________ 

Hallo all! This is my fifth and I think longest entry in this little 
series. I honestly wasn’t too happy with how this was going at first 
but I tried to make it into something that makes at least some sense! 
And yeah! Hope y’all enjoy it and Thanks for reading!  



As many of you know:  

Pokémon belongs to Gamefreak. 


